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Abstract 
We	 argue	 that	 it	 is	 essential	 for	 the	 fusion	 energy	 program	 to	 identify	 an	 imagination‐
capturing	 critical	 mission	 by	 developing	 a	 unique	 product	 which	 could	 command	 the	
marketplace.	We	lay	out	the	logic	that	this	product	is	a	fusion	rocket	engine,	to	enable	a	rapid	
response	capable	of	deflecting	an	incoming	comet,	to	prevent	its	impact	on	the	planet	Earth,	
in	 defense	 of	 our	 population,	 infrastructure,	 and	 civilization.	As	 a	 side	 benefit,	 deep	 space	
solar	system	exploration,	with	greater	speed	and	orders‐of‐magnitude	greater	payload	mass	
would	also	be	possible. 
 
The US Department of Energy’s magnetic fusion research program, based in its Office of 
Science, focuses on plasma and fusion sciences1 to support the long term goal of 
environmentally friendly, socially acceptable, and economically viable electricity production 
from fusion reactors.2 For several decades the US magnetic fusion program has had to deal with 
a lack of urgency towards and inconsistent funding for this ambitious goal. In many American 
circles, fusion isn’t even at the table3 when it comes to discussing future energy production. Is 
there another, more urgent, unique, and even more important application for fusion?  

Fusion’s unique application 

As an on-board power source for a thruster for fast propulsion in space,4 a working fusion core 
would provide unparalleled performance on a spacecraft. For this discussion, we need some 
rocket terminology. An ideal rocket engine would provide both high specific impulse and large 
thrust. Specific impulse is defined as /sp eI v g , where g  is the usual Earth’s gravitational 

acceleration constant and ev is the rocket propellant’s exhaust velocity. The rocket equation, 

Mf/Mo = exp (- ΔV/ ev ) , allows us to relate the final mass Mf  of the rocket divided by its initial 

mass Mo , to the change in velocity	  that it is capable of achieving. The rocket requires a 
power source with an output power P = αMs , where we define α to be the specific power 

(Watts/kg), and Ms as the mass of the power supply (including the power conditioning and any 
waste heat radiators).  
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Today’s best chemical rockets produce propellant exhaust velocities ( ev ) up to 4.5 km/sec. 

Fission (nuclear thermal) rocket engines could roughly double that, to about 8.5 km/sec (< ½ 
eV/amu temperature equivalent), constrained by material limits.5 Electrically driven thrusters6 
are already quite efficient and have higher propellant exhaust velocities (corresponding to ~5 
eV/amu) but are usually limited in power resulting in low thrust, and are driven by limited 
electrical power/energy sources (photovoltaic or radioisotope). Development of high power, high 
thrust plasma thrusters has not been a priority, due primarily to a lack of mission need and 
adequate power sources in space. 

 In contrast, a working nuclear fusion core producing thrust through direct exhaust of hot plasma, 
could readily generate up to ~1000 km/s exhaust velocities, corresponding to ~10 keV/amu, 
several hundred times higher exhaust velocities than today’s high power chemical and nuclear 
thermal rocket engines.7 Importantly, the power available could be of order 100’s of megawatts, 
and possibly higher. In all cases, one has to consider tradeoffs between specific impulse, thrust, 
power, cost and mission requirements for any comparison between different thruster 
approaches.8  

The metric for a fusion-powered rocket, as opposed to fusion-generated electricity, is based on 
performance per unit mass, rather than cents/kilowatt-hour. There are many pre-conceptul point 
designs for fusion rocket cores, ranging from levitated dipoles9, mirror machines10, to field 
reversed configurations11, and magnetized target fusion7. At the highest level, the unresolved 
research problem is that we need a working, compact, high thrust-to-mass ratio fusion core. It is 
clear that the present magnetic fusion approach, involving large tokamaks, i.e., ITER-like, are 
not matched to the needs for spacecraft propulsion. Different fusion reactor designs, more 
compact and far less massive, will be required. The 2003 Report to FESAC on “Non-electric 
Applications of Fusion”4 clearly recognized this application and that a fusion core for spacecraft 
propulsion might look different than today’s mainline fusion approaches. Some requirements 
would be more stringent and some more relaxed. For example, with a rocket, the thrust-to-mass 
ratio is a critical parameter; hence having a high-β plasma (β is the ratio of the plasma kinetic 
energy density to magnetic energy density) is extremely important to reduce the mass of the 
magnets and their power supplies. Tritium could be carried on short missions, so a breeding 
blanket is not even needed. First wall requirements could be relaxed (good vacuum in space, and 
plasma-wall interactions less important for short duration missions). Furthermore, low neutron 
emissions are desirable to reduce the shielding and waste heat radiator mass, thereby improving 
specific power of the system, meaning that  advanced fuels (such as D-He3) would be preferred 
over DT.  

Why does our civilization need faster spacecraft? Planetary Defense  

Most prior works7,9-11 considering the need for fusion rocket engines have focused on manned 
exploration of the solar system, the large distances involved, and in particular, for the need to get 
people to Mars12 or Jupiter13 quickly enough so that health risks from radiation on the journey 
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are minimized. However as numerous events have shown, from the Cretaceous-tertiary 
extinction to the recent meteorite explosion over Chelyabinsk, the solar system can be a 
dangerous place. Given this history and the potential for large impacts there is the clear need to 
be able to quickly protect the Earth from an incoming comet or asteroid by altering the 
intruder’s orbit. Ways of doing this depend in part on how far out in time the object is identified, 
and are surveyed in 2004 NASA14 and 2010 NRC (NAS) reports15. For decades of warning, 
(which may be the case for most discovered asteroids with three to seven year orbits), one can 
develop different deflection techniques than for cases with only months of warning. Fusion 
engines deployed on the surface of an asteroid have already been suggested for multi-month 
deflection of asteroids16. Unfortunately, for long-period or hyperbolic orbit objects,  the < 1-year 
warning scenario is more likely the case. Comets typically become detectable to telescopes at 
Mars to Jupiter distances as they approach the Sun (3-7 astronomical units (AU)).  Further, 
newly discovered comets with this type of orbit would also have extremely high closing 
velocities (in the 40-80 km/s range, significantly faster than asteroids), with the closing speed 
depending on what component of the Earth’s orbital vector of 30 km/sec adds or subtracts in a 
potential impact17. The point is that plausible scenarios can be developed when we have only 6-
18 months of warning time. Compared to asteroids in relatively short-period orbits, which in 
principle can be seen years in advance, comets are the infrequent but highly destructive 
threat requiring rapid response.  

An example of a comet threat occurred in 2014, in addition to the better-known far-smaller 
Chelyabinsk meteor (20 km/s, 1.2 x108 metric Tons, 500 kilotons impact energy) in 2013 
mentioned above. The first comet discovered in 2013, just after New Years on January 3, was 
detected from the Sidings Springs Observatory in the Southern Hemisphere.18 It was named 
C/2013 A1 (at 56 km/s, 0.7 km in diameter, weighing 3 x 108 metric Tons, it had 4 billion 
megatons of kinetic energy). For nearly 3 months after first being spotted, the best determination 
of the orbital elements did not rule out an impact on Mars, on Oct. 19, 2014. In fact it missed 
Mars by only 1/3 the Earth-Moon distance, at 140,000 km (see Figure 1 below). Had it impacted, 
the blast would be visible in the daylight from Earth and we probably would have lost all of our 
spacecraft on the ground and in orbit around Mars. In this example, even with an immediate 
launch for an intercept (after reasonable orbit determination), one would need a transit time for 
the intercept of < 6 months. 
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Figure 1. Space artist Kim Poor’s impression of a comet flyby of Mars. Comet C/2013-A1 passed 
extremely close to Mars on Oct. 19, 2014. 

 

Going further down this threat analysis pathway, we are talking about defending against low 
probability, high consequence events. A reasonable question to ask, is how much money & effort 
should we be spending to make such a defense? Though smaller impacts are far more likely than 
large ones, the impact of a 1 km object (or larger) is capable of destroying our civilization. 
Indeed, such events with planetary wide consequences have occurred in the Earth’s past. If one 
takes an actuarial approach, looking at damage amortized per year, versus probability of the 
damage occurring, there is a maximum/most probable worst case. We can see this illustrated as a 
sketch in Figure 2. Here we assign a value of $1M of infrastructure per person, with a world 
population of 1010 people, with a frequency of 1km impactors estimated at 10-6/year. Small 
impacts can destroy a city, but not a continent. Intermediate impacts in the oceans can generate 
tsunamis, which could take out multiple cities far removed from the impact at one time. Bigger 
impacts generate huge amounts of debris, firestorms, and planetary wide darkening. From a very 
simplistic linear viewpoint, this would imply that a planetary defense effort “insurance policy 
premium” of order $10B/year would be appropriate. We are nowhere close to doing this now. 
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Figure 2: What is it worth spending on Planetary Defense, from an actuarial point of view? 

 

The Nuclear Option: 

To change a comet (or an asteroid) trajectory, one has to impart momentum to it. The further 
away from Earth that you can impart the momentum (i.e. the sooner in time), the smaller the 
required momentum change. For a comet, we wouldn’t have much time to make the needed 
momentum change. One way to impart a significant momentum change quickly is to set off a 
nuclear explosion very close to the object (≤ 1km distance)19. The ablation (caused by energy 
from the explosion being absorbed by the object) of one side of the surface of the object will 
cause a resulting “rocket” effect, and the thrust will change the object’s trajectory. A 2007 NASA 
Report to Congress on “Near-Earth Object Survey and Deflection Analysis of Alternatives”20 
concluded that a nuclear detonation near to an asteroid or comet is the best way to achieve the 
required deflection, especially in the case of a large object, and limited response times. In the 
2004 NASA  report11, “nuclear deflection” (not nuclear fragmentation) is defined as using an 
intense radiation burst to cause sudden heating of the surface of the object, which ablates off 
material from the object’s surface, resulting in a rocket effect. One would consider using the 
largest nuclear explosives ever tested (10-50 Megatons), consistent with getting them into deep 
space, and setting them off within 1 km distance of the target object. Rotation of the object (a 
show-stopper for some approaches) wouldn’t matter for this technique, and the relatively 
uniform surface irradiation might still enable deflection of objects with low structural integrity. 
Importantly, two international space treaties would have to be modified, first to allow nuclear 
explosives in orbit (as a launch vehicle is assembled), and then to permit nuclear explosions for 
Planetary Defense in deep space (far beyond the Earth). 
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A Rapid Response Capability Is Needed 

Because mission duration (time on the clock) would be of the essence for a comet intercept 
mission, you don’t have the velocity change ( ) budget, nor the time to waste to slow down 
and rendezvous with an incoming comet (which would require 3x the intercept V of a flyby). 
The comet should be hit on the fly. Two difficulties come to mind for any such high-speed 
mission: 1). Surviving the micrometeorites on approach, and 2). Detonating a nuclear explosive 
package with sufficiently precise timing and targeting. Due to the high closing speeds (up to ~ 
100 km/second), a 10 millisecond triggering uncertainty corresponds to a 1 km error, which is 
about the desired standoff distance! But you have to get the nuclear explosive there in time to do 
any good. Consider that with our most powerful chemical rocket ever built -- a Saturn V sitting 
on the pad (Figure 3) -- it takes 3-days to get out to lunar distances (Apollo going to the Moon). 
If you want to send even a small payload to Mars distances, it takes 9-12 months (minimum 
energy Hohmann transfer trajectory) with conventional rocket engines. The future NASA Space 
Launch Systems (SLS) heavy launch booster will have similar capability as the former Saturn V 
rocket. 

 

Figure 3. (Credit NASA). Examples of the best heavy lift chemical rockets: Apollo 11 Saturn V vehicle 
sitting on the pad (left), with third stage J2 engine specific impulse of 420 seconds, and thrust of 1,000 
kN. The Mars Curiosity rover at launch on an Atlas V rocket (middle). NASA’s new Space Launch 
Systems heavy launch vehicle (right). 

 

Nuclear Rocket Engines 

As mentioned earlier, Nuclear Thermal (NT) rocket technology21 increases the exhaust velocity 
from a limit of ~4.5 km/s for chemical rockets to ~8.5 km/s, which is still far below what we 
need for the comet intercept mission. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) built more than 

V
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a dozen such nuclear thermal rocket engines from 1955 to 1972, with Project Rover18. Those 
engines used the most efficient propellant (hydrogen), and exhausted the hot gas at < 3000 °K, 
limited by the temperature that the graphite reactor components could withstand.  Aerojet and 
Westinghouse made a final design, of a J2 (third-stage Saturn V) engine replacement (Figure 4), 
called NERVA,22 with about a factor of two higher specific impulse, Isp = 900 sec, than the 
conventional chemical rocket engine it would replace. 

  

Figure 4. The NERVA rocket engine, a nuclear thermal third stage replacement for the Saturn V 

with twice the  of the J2 engine. It was never used in space. 

Project Rover/NERVA was terminated in late 1972, because we weren’t going to Mars with 
astronauts any time soon, and people were afraid of the risks of nuclear material being spread 
around the launch pad or into the Atlantic Ocean in case of an accident. Even so, for the high-
value Planetary Defense missions, a rocket equipped with nuclear fission thermal engines might 
be useful for the asteroid threat, because it can get you out there ~2x faster than with a chemical 
rocket. 

Moving to plasma propulsion can even more significantly reduce the required propellant mass. 
Since magnetic fields are used to confine the exhaust, initial temperatures are no longer 
constrained by material melting limits, although the undesirable neutron emission must still be 
dealt with. Table 1 shows exhaust velocities and corresponding plasma temperatures, and 
compares needed propellant mass ratios for plasma versus chemical thrusters to achieve a 

42 / secV km   velocity increment needed for solar system escape, which is what you want to 
meet a fast comet.  Plasma propulsion could be via nuclear fission electrically powered thrusters 
(nuclear electric propulsion - NEP), fusion electric propulsion (FEP), or eventually fusion core 
exhaust (fusion propulsion - FP). In a planetary defense scenario, time is of the essence. Thus, 

spI
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traditional low-thrust plasma propulsion schemes (such as Hall or electrostatic ion thrusters) 
cannot be used. Instead, experimental thruster concepts6 such as the Electrodeless Lorentz Force 
(ELF),23 and Pulsed Inductive Thruster (PIT),24 could be considered in conjunction with a high 
specific power (α) source.  

 

Table 1: Equivalent plasma temperatures and exhaust velocities for hydrogen 

To [eV] 
ev  [km/s] (Hydrogen) Propellant mass ratio 

Mp (plasma) / Mp (chemical) 
1 14 1.66e-3 
10 44 1.4e-4 
100 140 3.0e-5 

1 keV 440 8.7e-6 
10 keV 1400 2.6e-6 

 

As is well known from consideration of the rocket equation, there are diminishing returns for 

propellant mass savings when ev  >>  At this point, propellant mass no longer dominates the 

calculus of mission space, and the spacecraft powerplant mass (with appropriate waste heat 
radiators) begins to dominate the total mission mass. 

The problem with typical solar or even nuclear electric propulsion (EP) techniques is that the 
specific power α of the energy source is much too low unless we use a fusion core with advanced 
(low neutron output) fuels. While solar-electric systems have a specific power (at the Earth 
distance from the Sun) of order ~ 100 w/kg, that decreases by a factor of 1/25 at Jupiter, and 
1/100 at Saturn distances. Taking a fission example, the SAFE-400 nuclear Brayton cycle reactor 
and radiator system25 would produce 100 kW electric power, with a mass of 584 kg, for a 
specific power (without a thruster) of 171 w/kg. Coupling it to an 80% efficient ion thruster of 
the NSTAR26 type presently in use on the Dawn mission27, which has an specific impulse Isp = 
3100 seconds (but using 40 units, with a combined weight of 1000 kg, corresponding to 100 kW 
of available electric energy), one would have a system specific power of 63 (w/kg), but with a 
thrust of only 4 Newtons.  By invoking an open-cycle (direct thrust) fusion rocket (as in 
conventional rockets), rather than the typical nuclear-electric system for which the fission reactor 
waste heat has to be rejected, one could greatly improve the specific power while increasing the 
Isp, and also greatly increase the total available thrust (total power). 

The Threat: Comets are more troubling than Asteroids 

For long-lead time asteroid deflection missions (decade timescales), current technology has 
demonstrated the capability to intercept an object in the inner solar system (for example, the 
Ceres or Deep Impact missions). However we have not yet actually attempted deflections of 
asteroids with any technologies, nor compared such experiments to simulations. But comets pose 

V
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a more difficult problem. They are generally large (civilization-ending, 1-10 km size), are 
inbound from any angle (out of the plane of the ecliptic), have high orbital speeds by the time 
they approach Earth, and will only provide short warning times, ~ 1 year, if we are looking. 

Given the previous points, it is almost assured that a comet intercept mission will require 
spacecraft velocities of roughly of the comet’s velocity to reach the comet in time to attempt a 
deflection (see Figure 5). A long period comet’s speed as it approaches the Sun, is on the order 
of the solar system escape velocity (42.1 km/s). Knowing that the Earth’s orbital speed is 30 
km/second and that the Earth orbits at 1 astronomical unit (1 AU= 149,000,000 km) from the 

Sun, one quickly infers from this schematic diagram that an interceptor would need to cover 
distances of order 3-5 AU in a time less than the time to impact. Consider the 12-month warning 
case, and a comet discovered 10 AU out from the Sun (at the distance of Saturn). Let’s suppose 
we should intercept in ~ ½ of the time remaining to impact of the comet with Earth. The 
necessary V  is ~ 5 AU/6 months = 53 km/sec. Just to do the flyby intercept requires a huge 

V !  The fastest vehicle we have ever launched from the Earth, was the New Horizons 
spacecraft on its way to Pluto (with only a 465 kg payload @16.2 km/second, but a rocket 
weighing 570,000 kg at launch), which took only 9 hours to pass the Moon’s orbit after 
launching from Earth on an Atlas V511 rocket with Centaur and Star48B upper stages. While the 
Pioneer, Voyager, and now New Horizons space probes have achieved solar system escape 
velocity, multiple planetary fly-bys were used to boost the spacecraft velocity, which requires 
proper planetary alignment (takes a long time and alignments rarely occur), and places the 
spacecraft in a very limited range of trajectories. Chemical rockets and gravity assists cannot be 
counted on for our proposed long-period comet intercept mission. 

  

Figure 5.  Approximate intercept trajectories for 3 month and 6 month lead times. Even these 
examples require the interceptor to cover multiple-AU distances, with the most likely outcome not 
having  a large enough “lever arm”.  
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The induced comet deflection must have a sufficient effect, an Earth miss in distance, Rm , which 
can be predictable (beyond orbital element uncertainties) months in advance. For example, an 
Earth-Moon distance represents a “miss” of 400,000 km, whereas the Earth covers a distance in 
its orbit equal to the diameter of the Earth in 7 minutes. By imparting a velocity change of 10 
m/sec to the comet, the remaining time (180 days = 1.5 x 107 seconds), produces a miss distance 
of ~150,000 km, ignoring any closing speed effects of the Earth itself.   

By specifying the distance at which the comet is detected and characterized as a threat to earth, 
and the deflection needed to miss the earth, we can determine the necessary exhaust speed and 
time, and thereby prescribe the necessary specific power for an intercept mission. We define t as 
the time needed to attain the necessary velocity increment V for the postulated mission. In fact 
t might be as long as the mission duration. Naturally, the shorter the thrust duration, the higher 
the required specific power α [in watts/kg] required to achieve the necessary V . We take the 
initial mass of the space vehicle to be M0, so that M0 = Mp+Ms +ML , the propellant, power 
supply, and payload masses respectively. Through the rocket equation, the payload mass 
fraction, ML/Mo  becomes, 

                ML/Mo = exp (- ΔV/ ev ) – Ms/Mo                     (1) 

 

With Ms = P/α = m


ev 2/2 α   for a propellant mass flow rate  

 

m


 = Mo [1 - exp (- ΔV/ ev )]/τ               (2) 

 

based on the duration of propellant exhaust τ 

So,  

ML/Mo = exp (-ΔV/ ev ) –  ( ev 2/2α τ) [1 - exp (-ΔV/ ev )]                     (3) 

 

This nonlinear equation for ML/Mo in terms of ev  and ΔV is plotted in Stuhlinger28, Ion 

Propulsion for Space Flight, chapter 4, pg. 79, Fig 4-8, and provides the exhaust speed and 
velocity change in terms of  ατ. Furthermore, we postulate that the payload mass fraction (for a 

nuclear explosive and tracking system) is nearly negligible compared to the vehicle mass. Then, 

again from Stuhlinger, in this limit the necessary exhaust speed ev  and velocity increment V  
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are then 0.5 and 0.81 times the characteristic speed 2 , where again α is the specific power 

[w/kg] and t is the time [sec] required to attain the needed V . This shows immediately the 
need to accomplish high specific power in order to enable a short-time mission.  

With the needed V  upwards of 100 km/s as indicated earlier, the exhaust speed would be 61 
km/s or a specific impulse of about 6300 sec. For the 180 day mission out to Saturn (distances), 
then we need a minimum specific power of 500 w/kg. This combination is well beyond the range 
of fission nuclear thermal (NT) rockets, let alone nuclear electric (NEP) propulsion.  

Finally, there is one other potential solution for the comet intercept mission. In the late 1950’s, 
Ted Taylor and Freeman Dyson’s DARPA “Project Orion” study proposed a spacecraft 
propelled using multiple pulsed nuclear denotations29, (replete with unique virtues and vices), 
with a specific impulse of more than 6000 seconds and with high specific power. It was revisited 
in the later Project Daedalus study from 1973-1978 by the British Interplanetary Society30. 

Deflection Energy Requirements 

In more detail we now consider how the required deflection places demands on the nuclear 
explosive yield needed, and it’s positioning with respect to the comet. 

For lateral deflection vo in ideal, minimum energy, case, we would need an energy absorbed by 
the comet: 

 

                   Wo = Mvo
2/2    (4) 

 

where M is the comet mass and the deflection velocity vo is purely perpendicular to the comet’s 
initial velocity V . A 1 km diameter comet, with density of 0.6 gm/cm3 has a mass of 3x1011 kg, 
and  a deflection of 10 m/sec corresponds to an energy W0 = 1.5 x 107 MJ. 

Now if we consider (in the initial frame of motion of the comet) the ablated material to be treated 
as a rocket exhaust of average directed speed v, and we expel a mass m, then by momentum 
conservation: 

 

            Mvo = mv    (5) 

 

The total (directed) kinetic energy in the exhaust (not counting internal energy of the plume or 
radiation losses) becomes: 
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                 mv2/2 = Mvvo/2    (6) 

Compared to the minimum energy Wo, we therefore need more energy by a factor of K = v/vo. 
For example, for our deflection vo = 10 m/s and an ablatant exhaust of v = 4 km/s, the yield of 
the nuclear explosive must increase by K = 400.  

 

Equations for long range encounter 

With exhaust speed of the intercept vehicle ev  = 0.5 (2αt)1/2 and delta of the vehicle ΔV = 0.81 

(2αt)1/2, we have that the time for encounter (thrusting all the way from the Earth)  is: 

    
 

 
D o

E

R –  R

[ 0.277  V  V ]ev
 

 
        (7) 

 Where RD and Ro are the radius of detection and radius of earth’s orbit, respectively, V is 
the comet speed (assumed to be constant, even though it gets faster as it approaches the Sun) and 
VE is the appropriate speed of the earth given the variation of angle during the comet’s approach 
for an intercept time comparable to a quarter to half of the earth’s period. Our simplified estimate 
isn’t meant to preclude a proper astrodynamics calculation for the comet and spacecraft, with 
curved trajectories, varying velocities, and possible out-of-the-equatorial plane considerations. 

We take the solid angle represented by the comet at the intercept distance ri , the diameter of the 
comet dc, and define the ablation efficiency factor εabl to include the fraction of the nuclear-
explosive output in soft X-rays and the conversion of this output into the directed kinetic energy 
of the ablation-rocket exhaust. Since miss distance R m can be written in terms of a deflection 
angle with a lever arm distance mapped back to the time of intercept, we can use previous 
equations [6-7] to write down the necessary nuclear yield: 

       

 
   

3 22 2
i

22
c abl D o E

R16r 4

d (0.5) 3 8 2 R –  R  –  V  V  
c c mdK V

Y


 

 
  

    
           (8) 

  Where we have the factor 0.5 in the denominator coming from averaging over the surface 
normal of the comet, ρc is the comet mass density, ri is the intercept distance (center-to-center) 
and dc is the diameter of the comet. The distance by which the comet misses the earth, at its 
closest approach, is Rm.  

If we eliminate τ in Eq. 8, using Eq. 7, then we obtain a more interesting form: 
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         (9) 

The importance of achieving early detection (large DR )  of the comet, and a high exhaust 

velocity e  for the intercept vehicle is apparent. Clearly, the solution diverges if the detection 

distance approaches the Earth’s orbital distance oR . Note that the interceptor exhaust speed here 

is e  = 0.5 (2ατ)1/2, which means that the equation for intercept time could be solved (as a messy 

cubic equation) for a given specific power. Alternatively, we specify e  to obtain τ, and then find 

the necessary value of α. 

For the case of a desired vo = 10 m/s, with an initial comet velocity V = 25 km/s, then K = 400. 
With detection/characterization at 10 AU, an average earth speed component of 0.7 x 30 km/s = 
21 km/s, and an interceptor rocket exhaust speed of 200 km/s, we can intercept at about 4.9 AU 
in 153 days, but require a specific power α = 6153 w/kg, which is well beyond anything except 
fusion. To generate an Earth miss distance Rm = 40,000 km, for a 1 km diameter comet with 
average density of 0.6 gm/cm3, with a 25% ablation efficiency of a single detonation, a yield of 
35 megatons at a distance ri =1 km is needed. A single detonation of only 10 megatons isn’t 
going to work. You clearly would instead need multiple intercept vehicles and payloads, not only 
for redundancy, but to get sufficient deflection, while also having the ability to make corrections 
by iterating with multiple attempts. 

 

Back to the Future: Electricity generation and/or Rocket propulsion?  

As a strategic goal for fusion energy research, clean CO2-free electricity generation does not 
offer a unique value proposition in the way that a fusion rocket for Planetary Defense does. 
There are at least 11 different ways to make electricity today, seven of which are “mostly CO2 
free” (see Table 2). All of these techniques work today, with varying costs, societal acceptance, 
risk and differing abilities to meet future demands, and all of them are simpler than an as-yet-
hypothetical fusion energy reactor. Among the existing “CO2-free” options, until cost effective 
large-scale storage is demonstrated, only nuclear fission has both the capability for future 
scalability for increased demand and steady output capability for base-load requirements. 
Nuclear fission of course has its many issues, including   proliferation, safety and impact of 
accidents, spent fuel disposal and society acceptance. All of these impact the construction cost, 
which today in the developed world is excessive (overnight construction costs in excess of 
$5,000/kW) and prevents large scale deployment. There are several reactor designs and concepts 
that can address these concerns but they are not being actively pursued today. Given the 
scientific immaturity (we have yet to produce net fusion energy gain), the technical and 
engineering complexity envisioned for fusion power plants, the existence of well established 
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means of producing electricity whose cost of construction, operations, and the net cost of 
electricity (cents/kw-hr) is well known, and the risk adverse nature of public utilities and the 
energy industries, the lack of enthusiasm for electricity produced by fusion can be readily 
understood. 

 

Table 2. Energy sources routinely used to make electricity today (2010).31 

Primary Energy Source Nominally CO2 Free Current capacity (%) Expected Lifetime (yrs)
Natural Gas no  100 
Coal no 80.6 400 
Oil no  < 50 
Biomass neutral 11.4 > 400 
Wind yes 0.5 > 1000 
Solar photovoltaic yes 0.06 > 1000 
Solar thermal yes 0.17 > 1000 
Hydro yes 3.3 > 1000 
Wave/Tidal yes 0.001 > 1000 
Geothermal yes 0.12 > 1000 
Nuclear fission yes 2.7 > 400 
 

Instead of electricity, we have identified a goal for fusion research in this paper, which satisfies a 
need that is not provided by any other existing product. Society is beginning to understand the 
need for planetary defense posed by the asteroid/comet threat to mankind. Fusion rocket engines 
for planetary defense can satisfy a need that ignites the human imagination. Research in this area 
will address an immediate goal that will attract the next generation of researchers (and beyond) 
to our laboratories, universities and industry. We emphasize that we are not giving up on fusion’s 
ultimate promise of clean abundant energy. Instead we have described an alternative goal: 
developing fusion rockets for high-speed comet intercept missions as part of a planetary defense 
program; which would generate a higher sense of urgency, and is of equal or greater importance 
to society. 

Summary 

A logical Planetary Defense Program would be interagency and international in nature. A 
Planetary Defense effort that can deal with both asteroids and comets requires several 
capabilities:  early detection, good tracking & targeting, and early momentum change. Better 
(earlier) detection of potentially hazardous asteroids and comets is essential. If you can’t see 
them in time, you can’t put up a defense. In the near term we should practice deflection 
technologies on asteroids and short period comets. Ones that have no adverse consequence if the 
deflection doesn’t match modeling. For the difficult comet intercept mission, we should begin 
now to develop high-specific power, high-specific impulse plasma rockets with fusion 
cores…because it is going to take a while. An intercept vehicle that has both a nuclear explosive 
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payload and a nuclear rocket engine is necessary for the fast comet scenario.  We emphasize that 
the best nuclear engine on the bottom of this rocket would be fusion powered, for performance 
that combines high specific power with high specific impulse, possibly reducing response times 
to a few months instead of the present value of years (or even “never” for comets).  

The long-period comet threat will always be with us, whether or not an impact is next week, or 
thousands of years from now. Fusion energy is the critical science and technology needed to 
counter this threat. 
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